
 
 

Frequently Asked Questions
 

What is Sprimo?

The flagship product of Sprimo Labs, Sprimo is the world’s smartest personal
air purifier. As the “go-to” product for people who want the best quality air in
the personal spaces they work, play or sleep, Sprimo focuses on personal
spaces rather than large rooms or buildings. Unlike traditional air purifiers that
focus on large square footage areas to measure success, Sprimo is aimed at
improving the quality of life through a blanket of clear air instantly. Sprimo’s
small and nearly silent air purifier is smart and adapts based on the surrounding
air and people’s issues, from chemicals and dust to seasonal allergens.
 
Sprimo also offers a Personal Air Module and cloud-based mobile app, which
delivers hyper-local real-time data on air quality via your iPhone. Support for
Android will roll out in 2017.
 
What does Sprimo do?
Since Sprimo focuses on your personal space, it delivers pure air towards your breathing zone in 30 seconds or less. A lightweight
and quiet purifier, it can sit on your desk or bedside table and it starts working as soon as you turn it on regardless of room size.
Sprimo delivers a clean air “blanket” in the immediate area that surrounds you and can also help to block airborne virus / bacteria,
which reduces the exposure of contagious particles that can help your immune system in an open office environment, especially
during flu season.

 
How does Sprimo work?
You simply turn Sprimo on and it begins delivering fresh air. Dirty air is sucked through Sprimo’s customized air filter from the
rear gap of the device and purified air gushes evenly from the front exhaust gap. When clean air leaves the gap, it flows in a gentle
and smooth pattern until it reaches the breathing zone. This highly engineered flow pattern enables a low entrainment radio, which
preserves the air freshness over a longer distance, another added benefit and differentiator of Sprimo.

 
What’s the main difference between Sprimo and competing products?

 
Personal Ventilation (PV) = Smarter & Faster
While most of the air purifier market tries to tackle large areas, Sprimo applies Personal Ventilation (PV) because it can be more
effective and produce faster relief to users.  The effect of PV systems like Sprimo is instant -- once turned on, a clean air blanket
forms around you immediately within 30 seconds or less, whereas traditional air purifiers can take up to an hour on high speed to
be effective.

 
Personal Ventilation (PV) = More Economical
PV systems are also more economical since you do not need to run a purifier 24/7 or on high speed. With Sprimo, you don’t need
to shut the doors or windows for effectiveness, which results in better air circulation through the room, the building or home.



 
Many people may not realize that the larger and often clumsy air purifiers with noisy fans can take an hour at high speed before
they reach their advertised efficiency. While covering a larger area may seem more thorough, most of us spend long periods of
time in a dedicated space, whether that be where you sleep, work at home, watch TV or spend 8+ hours a day in a cubicle or
office.

 
Improved Air Quality
One minute of running Sprimo’s air purifier instantly provides clean air, which would take a big purifier 30 minutes or more to
improve the air quality of the breathing zone. Sprimo’s clean air blanket can be measured, can be felt and can be controlled, giving
users more confidence about the quality of air they are breathing.

 
More Portable & More Flexible
While big purifiers are most effective in a small sealed room, Sprimo works in
any size of room and there is no need to close the door or the windows,
providing more flexibility to your work or play environment. It’s also
incredibly portable so you can take it anywhere.
 
Can Help to Block Airborne Viruses/Bacteria
Sprimo may also help to block airborne virus / bacteria, which reduces the exposure of contagious particles that can help your
immune system in an open office environment, especially during flu season.

 
Personal Air Module (PAM) Add-On
Another differentiator is Sprimo’s new Personal Air Module (PAM), which is an add-on accessory that fits into the bottom of your
iPhone (support for Android coming soon) and provides hyper-local air readings.  Small and easy-to-carry with you wherever you
go, Sprimo’s PAM device delivers real-time data on the quality of the air around you so you can know instantly whether you’re
spending time in healthy or unhealthy environment. Only by knowing what you’re breathing in real time can you do something
proactive about it.

 
Why Do I need Sprimo?
Indoor Air Pollution is dangerous and climbing at alarming rates. Air pollution is on the rise worldwide, killing more than 3.3
million people and one study says it could double by 2050. Studies have shown Indoor air quality is 3x to 10x worse for you than
outdoor. Given that we spend nearly 90% of our time indoors (some research says more), it’s no wonder that that cases of Asthma
and Allergies are climbing and at an all-time high. In addition to seasonal allergens, many also suffer from dust and chemicals
from cleaning products, paints and other residues at home, work and school.

 
Studies show that 50% of America’s schools have problems linked to indoor air quality and an issue in 6 out of 10 homes
worldwide. Indoor air may contain lead from the old paints which have been connected to early brain development in children.

 
Not only does research show that clean air helps people be more focused and
efficient at work and can reduce sick leave time, but shows that purer air
improves kid’s productivity and results at school as well. With indoor air
quality now ranking 3 to ten times worse than outdoor air, what you breathe in
day after day, can impact the quality of your sleep, energy levels and even life
span.
 
Couple those tragic statistics with unhealthy indoor air being linked to cancer



and heart disease and the American Lung Association citing that indoor air you
breathe can be hazardous to your health without any telltale signs, having a
Sprimo personal air purifier by your side can improve your health and your life.
 
 
When & where was Sprimo founded and who are the founders of Sprimo Labs?

The Company was created in 2015 in Silicon Valley and its corporate
headquarters remain there today.  The founders of Sprimo Labs are Ray Combs
who serves as the CEO, Harold Han, Ph.D., who is the CTO and Dan Harden,
who is Sprimo’s chief Designer.
 
Why was Sprimo created?

The founders both have a personal connection to air quality and allergy issues.
Ray’s son suffers from Asthma and Harold comes from a region in China that
has notoriously bad air quality as noted in the news regularly. They wanted to
create a solution that could help sufferers in the world today who are facing
issues on a regular basis.
 
Where can I purchase Sprimo?

Sprimo will be begin taking pre-orders in March 2017 online through Sprimo’s
website via Kickstarter.
 
Where is Sprimo available?

Sprimo will begin shipping in limited quantities in August 2017 with additional
availability in Q4 2017. The product will be available online and can be
shipped worldwide.
 
How much does Sprimo cost?

Final price has not been finalized at this time, however the goal is to solidify a
very consumer friendly price point between $300 and $399. The PAM dongle
will be priced at below $50.
 
How big is Sprimo?

Sprimo has a 8.5 inch diameter body, with an overall height of 11 inches,
including the frame and integrated handle, and weighs around 3.5 pounds.
 Sprimo comes with an auto-sensing 110V-240V wall power adapter.
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